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Cyber

50,000

Cyber customers

Pioneers in cyber insurance
With 20 years’ experience in cyber insurance, CFC was one of
the first companies to offer cyber insurance and has one of
the largest cyber underwriting teams in the world. Our
award-winning cyber insurance products are trusted by over
50,000 businesses in more than 65 countries.
CFC’s dedicated in-house cyber incident response team is
backed by a panel of expert global response partners and
operates the world’s first cyber incident response app.

65+

Premium

Countries

$50m

Our cyber products
Private enterprise

$170M
$250m

Line

Large corporate

*Cyber cover is also offered as standard on most CFC policies

Healthcare

Excess

Cyber claims volume is up significantly on last year
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Cyber claims (by count)
All Countries
4%

3%
Cyber (Ransomware)

9%

Cyber (Theft of Funds)
30%
Cyber (Data Breach – Hack)
Cyber (Data Breach – Phishing)

13%

Cyber (Data Breach – Other)
Cyber (Malware – Other)
Cyber (Other)
15%

Cyber (IP Infringement)

26%

Cyber (Cyber Extortion)

First party v. third party claims
Tet
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Your CFC Team

Lindsey Nelson

Cyber Development Leader

Chris Loehr

Executive Vice President

Brian Brown

Chief Security Officer

Remote Desktop
Protocol
101

Remote Desktop Protocol 101
•

VPN – Virtual Private Network. Allows companies to
secure connections to other networks over the
Internet.

•

Remote access applications

•

Pros and cons of using RDP or VPN

•

The current most common cause of a Ransomware
incident is compromise of remote access via Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP).

•

What does that mean during COVID-19?
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Top Five:
COVID-19

1. Posing as government agencies
•

The website directs victims to download a file: “Please
read letter from Medical Officer of Health”
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Case Study:

Remote Access Hacked
•

Covid-19 forced a company to quickly come up
with a plan for remote access

•

IT Department created remote desktops on MS
Azure to allow their employees to access the
company without installing a VPN

•

Employees used RDP to access the remote
desktops with just their network username and
password.

•

Attackers were able to gain access with an
employee’s credentials

•

Entire company was then encrypted

•

A lack of VPN and MFA is what allowed this to
happen.
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2. Targeting food delivery –
credential stuffing
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3. Playing on human vulnerabilities

4. Creating malicious COVID-19 maps

5. Recruiting laid off
workers for scams
Recruitable “money mules” - roping the
recently laid off into money laundering schemes

“Coronavirus Relief Fund”
Legitimate looking website for funding relief efforts
Offices in Nebraska, U.S., and Quebec, Canada
Content lifted almost entirely from globalgiving.org
asked to process a “donation” from someone who
wants to help fight the Coronavirus outbreak

 Job solicitations too good to be true

So what?

Personal Devices

Multi-Factor Authentication
Google Authenticator
Microsoft Authenticator
LastPass Authenticator

Password Manager
1Password.com
LastPass.com

SSL VPN
Remote Access

Employee Training
DO:

DO NOT:

•

Ongoing security training for all remote workers

•

Don’t click suspicious links

•

Monitoring employees the right way

•

•

Check all of your devices for software or firmware
updates

Don’t download attachments from unknown or
untrusted sources

•

•

Use a unique password for every online login

Do not “Enable Content” in unknown Word
documents

•

Be careful not to share login credentials with
unknown or suspicious providers (there is NEVER
a legitimate reason for a third-party to require
your login credentials)

•

Check all of your devices for software or firmware
updates

Preparedness
Incident Response Planning

•

Update Corporate policies
o

Include plans for digital assets due to
system failure or cyber events

•

Know who in the company actually needs VPN
access

•

Test out incident response plan ahead of time –
tabletop exercise

•

How does the IRP work when everyone is remote
versus in the office?

•

Cyber insurance!
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Client questions

Questions
Have you seen more targeted attacks by hackers now that bitcoin is half the value?

•

The number of attacks we see has increased somewhat, but I wouldn’t say that the increase is what we
would have initial expected. What we have seen is the attackers who state their ransom demand in bitcoin
versus USD have used the fact that bitcoin is low as a reason the victim should pay immediately “before
bitcoin increases in price”.
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Questions
Are there any corporate VPNs that you recommend? Or any specific features to look for?

•

Most of the major security/VPN vendors offer a very robust and reliable VPN solution. Most have optional
features that an organization can choose to buy and implement. One of these features is to interrogate a
computer to make sure it is patched, has good antivirus and possesses other security attributes before it is
allowed onto the network. Another feature is to expand similar capabilities to mobile devices such as
phones and tablets. What we see when we come across VPN issues is poor configurations. We see lack
password controls, features not enabled that should be enabled and a lack of segmentation between VPNconnected computers and internal computers.
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Questions
With regards to VPN, etc. if an insured is predominantly cloud-based, therefore doesn't have
physical servers on site, but instead is relying on AWS and similar, what options do they have
for increasing their security/prevention on attack?

•

Moving systems to the cloud has its advantages that we don’t need to go into. However, that does not
eliminate the need for security. Most security controls that are required in traditional server environments
can and should be implemented in the cloud. For example, VPN connectivity can be implemented in the
cloud. It really comes down to what has been migrated to the cloud and how it is being used by your
employees and customers. The risks need to be assessed and the proper security controls be designed,
implemented and monitored.
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Questions
You mention using a chat for company continuity, this is something that was brought up in
our company yesterday. In particular using Discord. Is there much in way of risk or attack
Vectors using a tool like this? Short of password reuse or weaknesses?

•

Chat and collaboration applications have come under a lot of scrutiny lately and deservedly so. There has
been a massive adoption and increase in the use of these tools due to the current situation. This has drawn
the interests of security researchers and hackers alike. Any time an organization chooses to adopt a
technology solution, it should be properly assessed prior to deciding to adopt it. Additionally, an
organization should keep close tabs on any security reports about any application they use. This
information is very easy to find and track and that can help protect an organization from using an
application that is at risk.
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Questions
Can you speak to the use of Password Vaults and the like?

•

Password vaults, specifically well-known solutions that have enterprise features are recommended by us all
the time. Until passwords are replaced with something effective and user-friendly, we all will have to
continue to rely on strong passwords. A good password vault solution will give you the security around
those passwords, give you the ability to generate randomized strong passwords, integrate with your
browsers and mobile devices for ease of use. As with the prior question, an organization should assess the
risk of the solution prior to adoption and understand how it should be configured and used by their
employees to ensure effectiveness.
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Questions
During the sound issues, whilst discussing the use of employees’ own computers, and I think I
heard online shopping mentioned - what was the risk here - was it just mixed personal and
commercial use increases risk?

•

The fact that is of mixed use complicates things more than increases the risk. When people use their
personally-owned computers to access corporate resources, they may not use a separate profile on their
computer to do so. So, if the organization gets compromised, anything and most probably everything on
that computer, such as any saved passwords, will be compromised. The use of a password vault is
recommended to store and use passwords versus saving passwords in a browser. If you use the “Save My
Password” function on a website, those passwords are stored locally and can be at risk of theft.

•

Note: When a mobile device such as an iPhone asks you to store your password, that is being stored in a
password vault. We are only referring to doing it from within the browser when the website gives you that
option.
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What are their challenges?
•

Were you able to switch to working remotely with
minimum disruption?
o

•

Or, are you having to implement methods to
access the office remotely?

Are most software and services being used cloud
based?
o

Or, are you having to look at migrating?

•

Do you still have any legacy systems in your office?

•

Do you know what your employees NEED to have
access to?

•

Is someone testing back-ups monthly?

cyber@cfcunderwriting.com

